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Vocabulary 

 1 Match the parts of the sentences. 

 1. There are usually blankets in ......  a. a bathroom. 

 2. Our living room sofa is on ......  b. a desk. 

 3. People have got a shower in ......  c. a dining room. 

 4. A student often studies at ......  d. a carpet. 

 5. People often have meals in ......  e. a bedroom. 

 2 Choose the correct answers. 

 1. There is often an armchair in the oven / sink / living room . 

 2. There is cheese in the dishwasher / fridge / mirror. 

 3. There is usually a sink in a dining room / cupboard / kitchen. 

 4. You can cook in a shower / microwave / shelf. 

 5. Birds often come into the garden / cushions / washing machine. 

 3 Which household items are unusual or in unusual places in the living room below?  

Find six unusual things and write the words. 

  

 1. �������� 4. �������� 

 2. �������� 5. �������� 

 3. �������� 6. �������� 
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Grammar 

 4 Complete the sentences about class 8C before the English lesson. Use the affirmative or 

negative past form of to be. 

  Before the English Lesson  

  

 1. Jill �������� on the desk. 

 2. Some books �������� on the teacher’s table. 

 3. Ed and Kim �������� in the classroom. 

 4. Paul �������� next to the door. 

 5. Some pens �������� on the shelf. 

 5 Complete the questions with the past form of to be. Then answer the questions according to 

the picture in Exercise 4. Use short answers. 

 1. �������� the pencils on the shelf before the lesson? �������� 

 2. �������� the schoolbag under the teacher’s table? �������� 

 3. �������� the window open before the lesson? �������� 

 4. �������� Kevin and Jane in the classroom? �������� 

 5. �������� Paul in the classroom before the lesson? �������� 

 

was 

 Were  Yes, they were. 


